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Today's Performers

**Flute**
Brooke Prashker

**Alto Saxophone**
Tamara Bashenko
Chris DeSilva
William Rhoda

**French Horn**
Jason Pfoutz

**Trumpet**
Brian Greenberg
Thomas MacWilliams
Christopher Short
Scott Sullivan
Michael Wojcik

**Baritone (T.C.)**
Josiah Duffy
Vincent Palusci

**Trombone**
Stephanie Avalos-Bock
Kevin MacWilliams
John Palusci

**Tuba**
Adam B. Sherr

**Percussion**
James Applegate
R. Greer Cheeseman III
Charles Devita
Noah Becker
Concert Program
*Conducted by Kushol Gupta, Ph.D. (Program Director)*

The Star Spangled Banner
Francis Scott Key
Arr. Bill Moffit

Conducted by John Palusci

Cellular Symphony
Robert Sheldon
Op. 109

Ballet Overture (Don Juan)
Christoph Wilibald von Gluck
Arr. Leroy Jackson

Just a Gigolo/I Ain’t Got Nobody
David Lee Roth
Arr. Michael Sweeney

Three Bach Chorales
J.S. Bach
Arr. Eugene Mitchell

Kyrie (*as performed by Mr. Mister*)
Richard Page, Steve George, & John Lang
Arr. Paul Jennings/Teresa Jennings

~Intermission (15 minutes)~

The University of Pennsylvania Band March
Roland Seitz

Theme from ‘Superman’
John Williams
Arr. John Tatgenhorst

Land of Make Believe
Chuck Mangione
Arr. Larry Kerchner

*featuring*
Christopher Short
Thomas MacWilliams
& Scott Sullivan

Penny Lane
John Lennon and Paul McCartney
Arr. Jay Bocook

Carry On My Wayward Son
Kerry Livgren
Arr. Michael Sweeney

The Theme from ‘Family Guy’
Walter Murphy
Arr. Roger Holmes

*featuring*
Christopher Short
Acknowledgements

The passion for music and attitude that the participants brought to this year’s camp was truly appreciated. Their love for music is only matched by their outstanding personal qualities – truly a credit to their parents and teachers. We are thankful that we had the chance to work with these students this past week, and only hope that we have the opportunity once again in the future.

Four wonderful individuals served as camp counselors this year – Noah Becker, John Palusci, Brooke Prashker, and Michael Wojcik. I attribute the success of this year’s camp to their efforts. They are outstanding leaders with remarkable personal attributes. Our relatively young program has had a precedent set of strong student leadership; these students have exceeded those standards.

We wish to thank Brian Greenberg, Jeff Porten, and Vince Palusci for volunteering there time and talents to our program this year. The students received leadership training sessions from Adam Sherr, MsED (Assistant Director, Penn Band) during their stay on the Penn Campus; he is also participating today in the performance. Thanks also go to Greer Cheeseman, Director of the Penn Band, for his unwavering support of this program and assistance during rehearsal and performance.

We wish to thank our sponsor, Southwest Airlines, for their continued support of our program and their interest in music education in our region. The city of Philadelphia is very fortunate to have an organization like Southwest as part of its community.

We also wish to thank our kind host, the National Constitution Center, for the use of their fine facilities today, and Eli Lesser for his help in making this performance possible.

Many people from the University of Pennsylvania worked in concert to help make this program happen. We wish to thank: the students and alumni of the Penn Band, Laurel Grady, Joan Bullock, Holly Dippner, Jeff Barta, Pam Lampitt, and Jay Lanford at Destination Penn, Erik Hickman, Chas Terry of MKA Karate, Ty Furman, Director of Student Performing Arts at Penn; The Department of Athletics, The Vice Provost’s Office for University Life, The Alumni Council on Admissions, The School of Nursing, The Department of Public Safety, and Harrison College House.

Best wishes, and Thank you!

Kushol Gupta, Ph.D.
Program Director, Penn Band Summer Camp
Assistant Director, Penn Band
The University of Pennsylvania Band